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Deductive proofs (1/3)Deductive proofs (1/3)
 Suppose we want to know ifSuppose we want to know if ÁÁ belongs to the theorybelongs to the theory TT(U).(U).

 ByBy ThmThm 2.38 U2.38 U ²² ÁÁ iffiff ²² AA11ÆÆ …… ÆÆ AAnn !! ÁÁ where U = { Awhere U = { A11,,…… ,A,Ann}}

 Thus,Thus, ÁÁ 22 TT(U)(U) iffiff a decision procedure for validity answersa decision procedure for validity answers ‘‘yesyes’’

 However, there are several problems with thisHowever, there are several problems with this semanticsemantic approachapproach
 The set of axioms may beThe set of axioms may be infiniteinfinite

 e.xe.x. Hilbert deductive system. Hilbert deductive system HH has anhas an axiom schemaaxiom schema (A(A !! (B(B !! A)),A)),
which generates an infinite number of axioms by replacing schemawhich generates an infinite number of axioms by replacing schematata
variables A,B and C withvariables A,B and C with infintelyinfintely manymany subformulassubformulas (e.g.(e.g. ÁÁÆÆ ÃÃ ,,::ÁÁÇÇ ÃÃ , etc), etc)

 e.x.2.e.x.2. PeanoPeano and ZFC theories cannot be finitelyand ZFC theories cannot be finitely axiomatizedaxiomatized..

 Very few logics haveVery few logics have decision proceduresdecision procedures for validity offor validity of ÁÁ

 ex. propositional logic has a decision procedure using truth tabex. propositional logic has a decision procedure using truth tablele

 ex2. predicate logic doesex2. predicate logic does notnot have such decision procedurehave such decision procedure

 There is another approach to logic calledThere is another approach to logic called deductive proofsdeductive proofs..
 Instead of working with semantic concepts likeInstead of working with semantic concepts like interpretation/modelinterpretation/model andand

consequenceconsequence

 we choose a set ofwe choose a set of axiomsaxioms and a set ofand a set of syntactical rulessyntactical rules for deducing newfor deducing new
formulas from the axiomsformulas from the axioms
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Deductive proofs (2/3)Deductive proofs (2/3) Def 3.1Def 3.1
 AA deductive systemdeductive system consists ofconsists of

 a set ofa set of axiomsaxioms andand
 a set ofa set of inference rulesinference rules

 AA proofproof in a deductive system isin a deductive system is a sequence of sets of formulasa sequence of sets of formulas
s.ts.t. each element is either an. each element is either an axiomaxiom or it can be inferred fromor it can be inferred from
previous elements of the sequence using a rule of inferenceprevious elements of the sequence using a rule of inference

 If {A} is the last element of the sequence, A is aIf {A} is the last element of the sequence, A is a theoremtheorem, the, the
sequence is a proof of A, and A is provable, denotedsequence is a proof of A, and A is provable, denoted `̀ AA

 Example of a proof of (Example of a proof of (ppÇÇ q)q)!!(q(qÇÇ pp) in) in gentzengentzen systemsystem GG
 {{::p,q,p}p,q,p}..{{::q,q,p}q,q,p}.{.{::(p(pÇÇ q),q,p}.{q),q,p}.{::(p(pÇÇ q),(qq),(qÇÇ p)}.{(pp)}.{(pÇÇ q)q)!!(q(qÇÇ pp)})}

 tree representation of this proof is more intuitivetree representation of this proof is more intuitive

®!

®Ç

¯Ç

axioms theorem
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Deductive proofs (3/3)Deductive proofs (3/3)

 Deductive proofs has following benefitsDeductive proofs has following benefits
 There may be an infinite number of axioms, but only aThere may be an infinite number of axioms, but only a finite numberfinite number

of axiomsof axioms will appear in any proofwill appear in any proof
 Any particular proof consists of a finite sequence of sets of foAny particular proof consists of a finite sequence of sets of formulas,rmulas,

and theand the legality of each individual deductionlegality of each individual deduction can be easily andcan be easily and
efficiently determined from theefficiently determined from the syntaxsyntax of the formulasof the formulas

 The proof of a formula clearly shows which axioms, theorems andThe proof of a formula clearly shows which axioms, theorems and
rules are used and for what purposes.rules are used and for what purposes.
 Such aSuch a patternpattern (i.e. relationship between formulas) can then be(i.e. relationship between formulas) can then be

transferred to other similar proofs, or modified to prove differtransferred to other similar proofs, or modified to prove different results.ent results.
 Lemmas and corollaries can be obtained and can be used laterLemmas and corollaries can be obtained and can be used later

 But with a new problemBut with a new problem
 deduction is defined purely in terms of syntactical formuladeduction is defined purely in terms of syntactical formula

manipulationmanipulation
 But it isBut it is notnot amenable to systematic search proceduresamenable to systematic search procedures

 no bruteno brute--force search is possible because any axiom can be usedforce search is possible because any axiom can be used
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TheThe GentzenGentzen systemsystem GG

 Def 3.2 TheDef 3.2 The GentzenGentzen systemsystem GG is a deductive system.is a deductive system.

 TheThe axiomsaxioms are the sets of formulas containingare the sets of formulas containing a complementary pairs of literalsa complementary pairs of literals
 ex. {ex. { ::p, p,p, p, ppÆÆ qq} can be an axiom, but {} can be an axiom, but { ::p, q,p, q, ppÆÆ qq} is not.} is not.

 TheThe rules of inferencesrules of inferences are:are:
 note that a set of formulas innote that a set of formulas in GG is an implicitis an implicit disjunctiondisjunction

`U1[f® 1;® 2g
`U1[f® g

`U1[f¯ 1g `U2[f¯ 2g
`U1[U2[f¯ g

premise

conclusion

8 ® -rules
7 ¯-rules
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Soundness and completeness ofSoundness and completeness of GG

 Note that there are close relationship between aNote that there are close relationship between a
deductive proof ofdeductive proof of ÁÁ and semantic tableau ofand semantic tableau of ÁÁ

A proof in G Semantic tableau
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Soundness and completeness ofSoundness and completeness of GG

 ThmThm 3.6 Let U be a set of formulas and3.6 Let U be a set of formulas and ŪŪ bebe
the set of complements of formulas in U.the set of complements of formulas in U.
ThenThen `̀U inU in GG iffiff there is a closed semanticthere is a closed semantic

tableau T fortableau T for ŪŪ

 Proof of completeness,Proof of completeness,

 `̀U inU in GG if there exists a closed T forif there exists a closed T for ŪŪ existsexists

 induction on the height of T, hinduction on the height of T, h

 h=0h=0

 T consists of a single node labeled byT consists of a single node labeled by ŪŪ , a set of literals, a set of literals
containing a complementary pair (say {p,containing a complementary pair (say {p, ::p}), that isp}), that is
ŪŪ == ŪŪ 00 [[ {p,{p, ::p}p}

 Obviously U = UObviously U = U00 [[ {{::p, p} is an axiom inp, p} is an axiom in GG, hence, hence `̀ UU
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Soundness and completeness ofSoundness and completeness of GG

 Proof of completeness (continued)Proof of completeness (continued)

 `̀U inU in GG if there exists a closed T forif there exists a closed T for ŪŪ existsexists

 h>0h>0
 Some tableauSome tableau ®® oror ¯̄ rule was used at the root n of T on a formularule was used at the root n of T on a formula
ĀĀ 22 ŪŪ , that is, that is ŪŪ == ŪŪ 00 [[ {{ĀĀ }}

 Case ofCase of ®® rulerule

 A tableauA tableau ®® --rule was used on (a formula such as)rule was used on (a formula such as) ĀĀ == :: (A(A11 ÇÇ AA22) to) to
produce the node nproduce the node n’’labeledlabeled ŪŪ ’’== ŪŪ 00’’[[ {{ ::AA11,, ::AA22}. The}. The subtreesubtree

rooted at nrooted at n’’is a closed tableau foris a closed tableau for ŪŪ ’’, so by the inductive hypothesis,, so by the inductive hypothesis,
`̀ UU00 [[ {A{A11, A, A22}. Using the}. Using the ®® --rule inrule in GG,, `̀ UU00 [[ {A{A11 ÇÇ AA22}, that is}, that is `̀ UU

 Case ofCase of ¯̄ rulerule

 A tableauA tableau ¯̄--rule was used on (a formula such as)rule was used on (a formula such as) ĀĀ == :: (A(A11 ÆÆ AA22) to) to
produce the node nproduce the node n’’and nand n”” labeledlabeled ŪŪ ’’== ŪŪ 00 [[ {{ ::AA11},}, ŪŪ ””== ŪŪ 00 [[ {{::AA22},},
respectively. By the inductive hypothesis,respectively. By the inductive hypothesis, `̀ UU00 [[ {A{A11} and} and `̀ UU00 [[ {A{A22}.}.
Using theUsing the ¯̄--rule inrule in GG,, `̀ UU00 [[ {A{A11 ÆÆ AA22}, that is}, that is `̀UU


